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I am happy to assist the Committee on Faculty Appointments in their review process for the renewal of 

my contract as a second year faculty member. This personal statement revises the document written to 

you on January 2, 2015 for my first year contract renewal. Below, I will indicate specifically how several 

of the criteria for renewal have been fulfilled. This description is meant to accompany materials gathered 

in my faculty portfolio. The six criteria used by the committee are: (1) academic credentials; (2) teaching 

effectiveness; (3) participation in University life and governance; (4) continuing professional 

development; (5) continuing record of scholarship; and (6) curricular needs of the University. I intend to 

address criteria 2 through 5. 

Teaching Effectiveness: Evaluation 

My primary teaching goal is to encourage an active rather than passive learning environment, in which 

students participate and take risks. I want my students to develop skills for critical thinking, which can be 

applied not only to biology but also to understanding the broader role of science in society.  

My experiences as an instructor in the natural sciences have emphasized the value of engaging students 

during lecture sections with active problem solving, discussion, and hypothesis-driven experimental 

design. I have found that lecture sections which emphasize critical thinking and active participation can 

foster an environment where students communicate the material to each other, in addition to obtaining 

information from the instructor. I have found that discussion/laboratory sections are most effective when 

they complement and reinforce material presented in the classroom.  These sections are the best 

opportunities for students to “learn by doing”. As field biology is a central part of my research, I aim to 

capitalize on my expertise by incorporating field-based learning and data collection in my laboratory 

sections. 

I have included a representational sampling of instructional material used in courses taught at Dominican 

University in my faculty portfolio. I often “scaffold” my assignments by breaking down a large project 

into manageable components. Thus, students build a skill set over the course of the semester that they are 

then asked to integrate to produce a cumulative work at the end of the term. Overall, my assignments and 

courses build upon several of the “Foundations” listed in Dominican’s “Vision for Undergraduate 

Education” including, but not limited to: Application Software, Communication, Critical Thinking, 

Information Literacy, Quantitative Reasoning, and Research Fundamentals. 

I am especially proud of several of my field trip lab exercises – specifically in the way in which we are 

able to get out of the classroom “bubble” and learn experientially in destinations away from campus. Lab 

field trip destinations in my courses have included Morton Arboretum, Trailside Museum & Thatcher 

Woods in the Forest Preserve District of Cook County, the Chicago Botanic Garden, and the Brookfield 

Zoo. I have received great advice, guidance, and assistance for these labs from Megan Dunning (Manager 

of community education and outreach, Morton Arboretum), Negin Almassi  & Irene Flebbe (Naturalists, 

Forest Preserve District of Cook County), Krissa Skogen (Conservation Scientist & Manager, 

Conservation and Land Management Internship Program, Chicago Botanic Garden), and Jessica Whitham 

(Animal Welfare Biologist, Brookfield Zoo) . I am especially excited that, during these lab visits guest 

speakers regularly spoke to my students about opportunities for biology related training opportunities 

outside the classroom.  I found these discussions especially resonant with the vocational theme of the 

2015 Caritas et Veritas Symposium: A Life’s work. 
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With my students’ permission, I have shared photographs of some of these lab experiences on the social 

networking site “Twitter”. I have included some Fall 2015 screenshots of these micro-blog posts below 

(See my previous personal statement for Fall 2014 screenshots). These field trips are a routine highlight 

for both me and my students. 

                         

                                    

In all of my classes, I make sure to set aside class time for academic assistance and exam preparation. At 

past institutions, I usually held an evening exam “review session” (outside of our regular class meeting) 

shortly before the dates of exams. On the advice of my colleagues about what would work best for the 

Dominican student population, I have moved these review sessions into our regularly scheduled 

classroom meetings. Exam study guides are provided before in-class review sessions. Examples of these 

study guides can be found in my faculty portfolio. Review session class meetings are typically conducted 

entirely in a Q & A format and are among my favorite lecture periods. 

I give both mid-semester and end-of-semester evaluations and value the feedback provided by my 

students. Major components of the syllabus are set and not modifiable within a term (i.e. exam dates), but 

I do respond to mid-semester feedback and change teaching approaches. For example, in several classes 

in Spring 2015 I added additional time for in class practice-work and ungraded exercises. During the last 

week of classes each semester, I reserve computer resources and set aside class time in all of my classes 

for the official University-mandated evaluations.  According to my colleagues in the Biological Sciences 

department, this practice has resulted in a higher than typical response rate. Across both semesters of my 

first year, 89 of 109 enrolled students in my courses provided evaluations.  Looking at the quantitative 

aspects of these evaluations, my evaluations in courses that incorporate field-based activities were very 
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high compared to other courses. Across all classes, the responses are routinely positive, with typical 

average responses falling between “Agree” and “Strongly Agree” on the Likert-type scale. 

I was observed during a Fall 2015 class session of BIOL 299 by my departmental chair, and I expect that 

her teaching evaluation will be included in her recommendation letter in my faculty portfolio. 

Teaching Effectiveness: Plans for Continuation and Growth 

For the planned Spring 2016 offering of BIOL 397 (Evolution), I will be offering 2 laboratory sections 

with enrollment caps of 14 students and teach a combined lecture section with a cap of 28 students. This 

will allow me to incorporate field-based learning into the laboratory syllabus (this was not manageable 

with the previous laboratory enrollment cap). I am in the process of potentially scheduling BIOL 397 field 

trips to Chicago Botanic, Field Museum, UChicago, and Sagawau Nature center. 

During the Spring 2015 semester, I participated in Scott Kreher and Jeanette Mokry’s Faculty Learning 

Community “Active Learning and Scholarship of Teaching and Learning in STEM” and it was very 

useful endeavor. It was great to talk with colleagues about strategies for increasing active learning in the 

classroom.  I plan to incorporate such strategies into my future course offerings. 

Participation in University Life and Governance: Evaluation 

I have attended all required University, RCAS, and Biological Science councils and meetings and have 

continued to attend the annual following University-wide annual events: Academic Convocations, 

McGreal Lecture and President’s Opening Dinner, January and May Commencements, and Caritas et 

Veritas symposia.  

I have begun to integrate myself into the life of the University outside of the classroom in several ways: 

During the 2014-2015 academic year I participated in an absolutely terrific faculty learning community 

coordinated by Jeanette Mokry and Scott Kreher, completed a very rich and rewarding new faculty 

orientation series (“What Matters”) organized by Jodi Cressman and Claire Noonan. During the summer 

2015, I attended the Vision and Vocation Faculty retreat at the Sinsinawa Mound organized by Chad 

Rohman and Claire Noonan. During Fall 2015, I volunteered for the second year in a row at the welcome 

tent during the first week of classes, continued to serve as faculty representative for the Goldwater 

Fellowship Scholarship program, and began serving on the RCAS Committee on Curriculum and 

Educational Policies.  

I have represented the University “off-campus” as well. Mammals March Madness, the social networking 

outreach activity described in my January 2, 2015 personal statement, had its most successful year to date 

in March 2015. Blog visits exceeded 150,000 for the month of March and we received a bit of popular 

press coverage. With the fantastic coordination by Jessica McKinnon in the Office of Marketing and 

Communications, I was interviewed by both the Chicago Tribune and WBEZ (the local Chicago NPR 

station) about the event. Full details of our press coverage can be found in my CV. During the Fall 2015 

semester, I coordinated the Associated Colleges of the Chicago Area (ACCA) Biology Division seminar 

series. Dominican students, as well as other students from the consortium of 15 institutions, can enroll in 

this seminar for undergraduate course credit. The seminar speaker schedule and list of talk titles can be 

found in my faculty portfolio. For this ACCA course, I personally invited and scheduled 12 guest 

speakers to fill 10 seminar dates. Speakers included graduate students, research associates, and faculty 
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members from the following Chicago-area schools/institutions: UWisconsin, Elmhurst College, 

UChicago, Chicago Botanic, Field Museum, Concordia and St. Xavier. Inspired by my participation in 

the Sinsinawa Vision & Vocation retreat, I have asked ACCA BIO speakers not only give a research 

presentation but also give a presentation about vocation (mainly focusing on advice for pursuing graduate 

education).  

Finally, I coordinated a “Dragonfly and Damselfly” field team for the July 2015 Dupage County Forest 

Preserve Bio Blitz. A recently retired Dominican faculty member, Jean Bevier, was kind enough to write 

the following nice words about my participation in the BioBlitz to President Carroll and Dean Carlson: 

I'm writing to pass along a great story about one of our new faculty, Chris Anderson from Biology. My dear 

friends, Jody and Jerry Zamirowski, are naturalists and teachers at the Morton Arboretum. Last month they 

participated in the DuPage County Forest Preserve ‘Bio Blitz’. They were assigned to a team that was 

studying dragonflies and the team leader was Chris Anderson. My friends were incredibly impressed with 

Chris' knowledge and enthusiasm, and his obvious joy of sharing with the group. He brought 2 Dominican 

students to participate and my friends also commented on what fine young learners they were. To quote my 

friend Jody: "Chris impressed me as exactly what a teacher should be: motivating, inspiring and talented at 

generously passing along his love of the natural world to his students." 

I loved hearing about this experience and wanted to share with you... another new faculty member is out 

there doing good work and making DU proud! 

Finally, I have solicited letters from my department chair and departmental colleagues for inclusion in my 

faculty portfolio. These letters should also address my participation in University life and governance. 

Participation in University Life and Governance: Plans for Continuation and Growth 

I will begin serving as an academic advisor during the 2015-2016 academic year. I plan to continue to 

participate in seminars/workshops sponsored by the Borra Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence 

and relevant faculty learning communities. I hope that after two to three years of participating in faculty 

learning communities, I could write a proposal for my own FLC. I’d be most interested in leading a group 

that discussed the topic of quantitative literacy. 

Continuing Professional Development: Evaluation 

My CV details my history of participation in national and regional conferences and professional meetings. 

At Dominican, I have continued to participate in University sponsored workshops/symposia/working 

groups (Caritas et Veritas, faculty learning communities, Sinsinawa Vision & Vocation retreat, Canvas-

training with Ken Black, etc.). In March 2015, I was the presenting author of a poster detailing our 

Mammals March Madness outreach event at the 2015 American Association of Physical Anthropologists. 

A letter-sized copy of this poster can be found in my faculty portfolio. Much of my participation in 

ACCA-related activities also falls under the category of professional development. Most recently, I 

attended a NSF Grant Writing Workshop co-sponsored by ACCA and Olivet Nazarene University in 

October 2015. Through connections made at that workshop, in November 2015 I will be part of a multi-

institution grant proposal for submission to the Louis Stokes Alliances for Minority Participation 

(LSAMP) program. This is an NSF sponsored program. Concordia will be the lead institution for this 

grant proposal, and I have agreed to serve as a site director for the Dominican campus for the grant-

related activities.  
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Continuing Professional Development: Plans for Continuation and Growth 

I plan to regularly attend the meetings of the professional societies to which I belong. I am very excited to 

continue work on the Mammals March Madness outreach event. I plan to show our poster about the event 

at the ACCA Scholarship of Pedagogy Symposium to be held in November 2015. The Mammals March 

Madness team will collect additional assessment data during the March 2016 event and I hope that we 

will eventually publish at least one peer-reviewed publication on issues related to the scholarship of 

pedagogy surrounding our outreach. 

Continuing Record of Scholarship: Evaluation 

Included in my faculty portfolio are copies of the fourteen peer-reviewed and published articles I have 

authored or co-authored. Eleven peer-reviewed and published articles represent the finished research 

products produced before I joined the Dominican University community. Since joining Dominican in 

2014, I have co-authored three peer-reviewed articles for the following journals: “The Proceedings of the 

Royal Society of London B: Biological Sciences”, “Ethology”, and “Journal of Evolutionary Biology”.  

The “Proceedings” article attracted some popular press coverage, as detailed in my CV. My CV also 

includes other scholarship-related contributions through such activities as conference presentations and 

peer-review of submitted manuscripts to journals. 

Continuing Record of Scholarship: Plans for Continuation and Growth 

I hope to continue to collaborate with researchers from a variety of institutions and build new 

collaborations. At the moment, I find the working relationship with the Grether lab at UCLA to be very 

promising for future damselfly work and also collaborate with researchers from Arizona State, University 

of Southern California, and Columbia University for the Mammal March Madness outreach (about which 

we hope to eventually produce peer-reviewed scholarship). As I have done throughout my academic 

career, I enjoy collaborating with undergraduates in field and lab work. This past summer, I worked with 

two Dominican students, Karina Rivera and Sweta Patel, to survey dragonfly and damselfly field 

locations (many at sites within the Dupage and Cook County Forest Preserves). I expect that preliminary 

data from past and upcoming field seasons will be used to write subsequent grant applications, and be 

presented by both myself and students at local, regional, and national conferences and meetings. As this 

work is still near its beginning, it will likely be some time before peer-reviewed publications result from 

local field work, but that is the ultimate goal. 

Thank you for the opportunity to assist in the review process for the renewal of my contract as a second 

year faculty member. As evidenced by this personal statement and the materials gathered in my faculty 

portfolio, I believe I have fulfilled all of the criteria for renewal. I am always looking to continue to grow 

both personally and professionally, so I welcome any and all feedback.  
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